In 1882 J.J. Sylvester already proved, that the number of different ways to partition a positive integer into consecutive positive integers exactly equals the number of odd divisors of that integer (see [1] ). We will now develop an interesting statement about triangular numbers, those positive integers which can be partitioned into consecutive numbers beginning at 1. For every partition of a triangular number n into consecutive numbers we can partition the sequence of numbers beginning at 1, adding up to n again, such that every part of this partition adds up to exactly one number of the chosen partition of n.
For every partition of a triangular number n into consecutive numbers
we can partition the sequence of numbers beginning at 1, adding up to n again, such that every part of this partition adds up to exactly one number of the chosen partition of n.
Preliminaries
As an introducing example to the main theorem we want to prove later, consider the following "staircase shaped" Young tableau: We have one box in the first line and one more in every following line. Now, we can "rebuild" this tableau by reordering the lines, such that we have not necessarily one box in the first line anymore, but always have still one more box in every following line and such that we do not have to split the single lines, as the numbers show: The interesting question which will be answered by our main theorem is, if there is always a possibility to reorder the lines of a Young tableau of the first type without having to split them to build a Young tableau of the second type, provided that the numbers of boxes are the same. The question, how many different Young tableaux of this type exist, meaning Young tableaux consisting of a fixed number of boxes such that based on any line the following line has one box more, has already been answered in [1] . Namely, for every odd divisor of the number of boxes, there exists exactly one Young tableau of this type.
Note, that in this paper we set N to be the set of natural numbers without 0 and a sequence of consecutive numbers always denotes a sequence n 1 , . . . , n t ∈ N (or Z), such that n i+1 = n i +1. Furthermore, we use the notation [n] := 1, 2, 3, . . . , n. Lemma 1. Let n, a, b ∈ N, such that n < a ≤ b and
Proof. Note, that b − a + 1 is the number of summands in b i=a i. Then we have:
Now, by assumption we have a+b 2 ≥ n + 1, so we get
Lemma 2. For every m ∈ N and every l ∈ Z there exist pairs of numbers
Proof. Consider the following pairs (y i , y ′ i ) for i odd:
and the following for i even:
where (y i+2 , y 
2 The main theorem
Proof. Without loss of generality let a > n. Otherwise, we have U t = {t} for all a ≤ t ≤ n and
i, so the remaining problem is reduced to the requested case, since we have n + 1 > a − 1. We have P, Q, R ⊂ N, since n − 2s + 1 > 0 holds by Lemma 1. Furthermore, we see that we have p i + q j = 2n − 2s + 1 for all i, j, such that i + j = s + 1. Now, set c := 2n − 2s + 1 and for every t such that r t − c < 0 consider pairs {p it , q jt } and
and all appearing numbers in all pairs are distinct (we actually only have to require that all q jt , q j ′ t are distinct, then all the rest is distinct by the condition
. We can find those kinds of tuples of pairs for every t satisfying r t − c < 0 by Lemma 2 as follows. For every t, such that r t − c < 0 there exists a t ′ , such that r t ′ − c = −(r t − c), since otherwise we
r i , because the numbers r 1 − c, . . . , r s − c are obviously consecutive, but this is a contradiction to the assumption
i. By this observation, there must still exist a t, such that r t − c = 0, since r 1 , . . . , r s are consecutive numbers, so letting m denote the maximum number, such that there exists a t satisfying r t − c = −m, we have at least 2m + 1 consecutive numbers in Q. Now, choose such a set of 2m + 1 consecutive numbers from Q and let l denote the minimum number in this set, then applying Lemma 2 we get the requested tuples of pairs satisfying q j ′ t − q jt = c − r t . Finally, set
, q jt and U rt+2(c−rt) := p it , q j ′ t for every t satisfying r t − c < 0 and we have i∈Ur t i = r t and i∈U r t +2(c−r t ) i = r t + 2(c − r t ). For the remaining t's satisfying r t − c ≥ 0 we set U rt := {p it , q jt }, where {p it , q jt } can be any of the remaining pairs, satisfying p it + q jt = c. For those t's we have
So, the problem is reduced to a smaller one of the type
k is the minimal number such that r k − c > 0. By induction we are done as follows. The sets U rt and U rt+2(c−rt) , where r t − c < 0 stay the same till the end, whereas the other sets U rt , where we still have i∈Ur t i = c < r t will be "filled up" during the next steps of induction.
The reader may develop a better intuition for the preceding proof by considering the following example. 
We see that we have c = 17, so by subtracting c from the numbers 15, . . . , 20 only the last 3 numbers stay strictly positive. Now we "swap" the second components of two pairs just as we did in the preceding proof and construct the following sets:
U 15 = {3, 12} , U 16 = {6, 10} , U 17 = {8, 9} , U 18 = {7, 11} , U 19 = {5, 14} , U 20 = {4, 13}
We can see that we already have i∈Ut i = t for all t = 15, . . . , 19 and i∈U20 i = c = 17 < 20, so the problem is reduced to 2 i=1 i = 3 and inductively we will be done by the next step. Formally this means, that U 15 , . . . , U 19 stay the same and we "fill up" the remaining set U 20 with the remaining numbers 1, 2, such that we get U 20 = {13, 4, 1, 2}.
